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To my dear
A. Aletrino
(pre-winter 1904)
Arnold Aletrino, who this book was dedicated to, can be seen as the Magnus Hirschfeld of the Netherlands. He was a member of the Tachtigers, a group of young and revolutionary Dutch authors, who like the French Decadents, despised the pious poetry and prose of the mid-nineteenth century Dutch Victorian writers.

when however, he found himself portrayed, be it as a fictitious person named Sam, in this novel, he was deeply shocked, and tried to stop publication and when that did not succeed, he bought up most of the prints to prevent a scandal from arising. 

read up on him at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arnold_Aletrino


1 house search

There's a time of coming and there's a time of going. And our time to go was here:  The Bottle came to tell us himself. We'd just had eaten. Bread, some cheese, washy tea and it rained. Our lace over curtains were in the laundry. Just the roller blinds hung hard and square-white in front of the window and the watery white sunlight haunted us heavily or was suddenly gone, lurid.
Sam was reclining in his lazy chair with his hands around his head and legs stretched, eyes closed. He looked saddish, as I observed him. It rained steadily.
Then the Bottle entered real quite, on her old slippers .
'Good morning, gentlemen'
'Hello madam,'
'Is master Sam not well?'
She was clearing the table, plates went to the bread basket and the butterboat on the plates.
Loudly she rattled the silence to pieces moving everything onto her apron . . .  and then, resolutely:
'Yes gentlemen, I 'd better tell you straight, right now: but things have to change . . .
You will have to find other lodgings . . . I'm going to move ' . . .
' Well miss . . . so sudden, in the middle of the month ? '
' Middle of the month . . . Well, what difference does that make? This, as you well know is a week-dwelling. . . . I'm going this monday'
' Yes, but ma'm, we rented by the month.' . . .
'Ohw Joop, don't talk back to her . . . She's not going to move any more than we are. But she obviously can get a better price so we have to move on. Very nice, indeed.'
'No ma'am, there master Sam is right: it's not very decent, I must say.'
Decent, nice, who's talking about that, everybody is looking for bargains, you as well as I. I'm decamping this entire household, moving to a condo.' 
'Well, then get the fuck out of this room first, I say.'
'Anyways, I can see, master Sam has one of his moods . . . but remember, I did tell.'
Sam had dropped back in his reclining chair, or was he ever even out of it. The rain tone had changed to rustling. The wind rattled the window frame, and chased the fat drops along the glass. I watched it. The street had rained empty. Underneath a breadcart a dog sheltered with wet bushes of hair on his back. The breadboy stayed under a porch.
'Say, Sam a great mess, having to move, while we were just getting settled here.'
'We're not moving; we quitely stay put.' . . .
'Come on, don't make a fuzz. . . if she wants to dump us, we'll have to move. I'll look for someplace else.' . . .
'I be fuckin damned, to go out today in this rain . . . Pleeze, not above a horses stable again ! '
'No . . . Well, then I'll be going out right away.'
'Yeah, that's fine. I have a headache anyway, I'm going to sleep.' . . .
'Is that so? And that makes it fine to let me get soaking wet?'
'Always better than both of us . . .don't go . . . let me quitely do my devil's work. This situation will land on its feet, eventually.'
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'Well bye . . .'
Right outside the front door, the wind howled and it came from straight in front.  Right, now let's get out of the Van Ostadestraat first . . . Nothing there anywayz. Then first to the Govert-Flinckstraat, always lots cheaper than the 'Jan Steen' or the 'van Wou'.
Now pay attention. . . a room with a doubkle alcove or one with a side space and a single recess . . . And no velvet chairs or breakfast included, Jees, . . . when is this rain gonna stop ? Our Sam, He's a piece of work, indeed.

Govert Flinck narrow and grey. For rent signs all over the place . . . Small bedroom, sorry, but that's no good! Furnished rooms. Could check them out, if only to be out of the rain for a while . . .

Just one doorbell; that's not funny! Having to ring twice, 3  to 5 times, notices fot the other floors. Well its only one storey anywayz, so let's give it a single ring then.
'Who there? ' Could you step out of the portico, so I can see? 
Ma'am I would like to see your room.
The lady looks down on the wet tophat and then at the soaking pants.
'They're already gone' . . .
'Well, the sign is still out here.'
'In that case, could I see the others?'
'That's for the other rooms; I rent more than one, you know.'
Window slams closed, not in the most friendly manner, more the fuck-you gesture, instead of the wait, untill I'm down to open the door. 
So , on we go. The rain has gotten worse . . . 
A tiny bedroom for rent. . . available to decent lodgers ? let's take shelter and check it out . . .
There's a lot more to say about lodgers than about rooms. Just have a go. Ring three times for a change.  Third floor, one straight staircase, and one with a twist. All pitch-dark. 
'Who there, who there ? '
'I'm here about the rooms' . . .
Silence, my cape and hat sag and drip heavily. In my head there's a dry sense of tiredness. Grey houses opposite, twinkle in my burning eyes. The staircase beckons above, uninvitingly. The rain pitches up another notch.
'Do come up', mother asks.
Thank you, ma'am.
At the top of the stairs, hanging down curiously over the railing, intent on scruitinizing what is coming up from the dark, is a pudgy lady with a pale roundish face. Wet eyes, puffy cheeks. 
,Good day sir,. 
'And a good day to you ma'am'. Yur doughter said it was allright to come up. 
Mother is inside , skirls puffycheeks; prey do go ahead.'
Mum indeed is sitting there, thin with thin dark grey hair.
'Do sit, sir . . Jansie, will you take sir's cape? And please don't drip all over the place. You can sit right here, sir.  I'm a bit deaf.  Hang it out wide, Jansie, while we have our chat. So there will not be false creases in it when it dries. You do excuse me, getting on with my chores? 
Mother is mending stockings. A dark slimy green thingy stretches around a cup without ear, a large hole in the hardcrusty sole, all on top of a short dress with eery gray feet with black toenails sticking out.  
You're here to check out the rooms? Deafquestions the old lady while her words are cadencing with the darning needle
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'Yes ma'am, . . . for my friend and me.'
'Oh, that way : Two single men ! That could just come in handy. You understand, as a widow with a single girl we can't have just anybody about the floor.' . . .
Puffycheeks poff futher towards  max, blushing, while weteyes looks attentively at the heater.
'You see, they're not really rooms as such, we only have this here room and the bedroom of me and my daughter, and, eh, well, there's also a cole hole. But in the attick we've separated a delightful little space. .. cozy wallpaper . . .'
The stove was burning, radiating  warmth around the space . . . from afar the deaf old rattlevoice ploughs on.      . . Am tired and sleepy, my wet attire is damping heavily. 
. . .'a little painting . . . you can imagine, and Jansie could just as easy show you. 
The lazy warmth looms, in my burnt-tired eyes things blurr heavily. . . 
The old lady is done mending the socks and quickly shoves the dirty grey feet in the sockhole.
'you'll be like one of my children about the house' . . .
Outside the rain clatters teazingly across the damp windowpanes . . .
'Yes ma'am, I would love to give it some further thought, I also have to deliberate with my friend, you see.
'Don't you want to see the room first ? ' . . .
'I'm afraid it will be too small for the two of us. It's fine with me, but see, my friend is a student.
'mum, please don't take in any students, within a day our reputation will be all over the street'
'Are you a student as well, sir?' drivels the old one, while she bends her back to pull off the other sock and stretches it across the cup, Hetr wrinkly face all questions up to me.
'Jansie, do look around the stove to see if the coal is burnt up.'
'Me? no ma'am ' . . .
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'Well Jans, Now you see for yourslf !'
'Anyway, you'll be hearing from me, if you'd be so kind to' . . .
'your coat, sir ?' . . .
'If you please' . . .
'Jansdie, don't let him slide it along the walls, it'll ruin the entire corridor' . . .
Outside again, in all weathers, on with it. It's eleven thirty already . . . Schools are opening their doors; boys noising with coats and capes pulled up above their necks. Wind blowing up their unseasonally short breeches . . . a few others splashplaying in a gutter in muddy citywater. And right beside the school: another 'rooms for rent', second floor, decent house, a butter and cheeseshop in the  basement. Nothing at street level. Better ring . . .
'jeahh, who there? ' . . .
'it's about the rooms, madam,'
'a burst of guffaw . . . from another room another minor smirk. Four gigling girls hanging across the landing railing tinkling over each other . . .
'oh, Juliette . . . a sir, about the rooms . . . Odette, ça te va à toi... mais non, mais non.’ 
I'm lit from behind by the light above the door.
'Do come up, sir, oh, but no . . . the rooms have already been rented out.'
Still sanding below the stairs, understanding, the wind jacking at the door and my coat.
And another delicate voice, and onother and one more . . .
'Don't you want to check out the rooms? Day or night ! But Joliette, c'est pour toi Odette’ ....  
Back on the street. Rain and jerky wind. On and on. Even the for-rent signs dripping . . . a lodger of good character wanted.
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 . . .Here vacancies for decent lodger' bedroom available . . . furnished spaces' Nr. 254 second floor . . . under a veggyshop, ring 3 times . . . That looks interesting. Better check it out at once.
A lady, an elderly man, two kids, smell of piss.
'That's my dad . . . Dad, a gentleman about the rooms. Do follow me, sir.
It's behind here. A large room and decent light. Double alcove.
'Is it only for yourself, sir?'
'No, ma'm for a friend and myself. but one room with an alcove would suit just fine.'
'What do you think? Look at it: a pretty nice view from here on the gardens of the  'Jan Steen' . . 
'The room is really nice, but you see, I still have to confer with my friend, who also may want to ckeck for himself' . . .
'Well, sir, I cannot wait for that; I'm already talking with other candidates, who will come around tomorrow with a decisive answer'. . .
'You know what: in that case I'll take it here and now. If you can tell me the neighbours are a bit allright?'
'Oh them folks are really nice. . . But by the way, sir, you are aware of the deposit? 
'Yes, obviously, how much is that?'
'Four guilders sir.'
'Four? Thats quite a lot!'
'What can I say? The rent is fifteen for one and eighteen for two. One week in advance always. So four is even less than a week.'
'Pay, another nine farthing left.
'Allright then, I'll tak down the sign . . .  g'day mister . . . when will you be moving in?'
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'I think monday, but maybe saturday . . . so count on saturday, that's better, as the place is empty anyway. . .
Have a nice day, madam.' . . .
'Bye sir.'

Home quickly; it's already past midday. Let's get an ounce of sausage first.
Fast relief, hurry home through the persisting rain. Cape across my arm, so heavy and my coat soaked.
Sam was laying on the ground, on his back, on a pair of pillows, his eyes dreamy vague.
'Hi' . . .
'Hey, back so soon?
'So soon? I'm fuckin' soaking.'
'still raining that bad?'
'Sure is, did you sleep?'
'Yes . . . dozing, more like it. Now you say, I can hear it still rains. Did you succeed?'
'Yes, I did. Beautiful room with a double alcove, say, and eighteen quid, not bad, hey?'
'No, that's fine. When are we moving?'
'I was thinking saturday. . . say, Sam, me working my ass off, I deserve a kiss.'
'Oh no you don't . . . you can steal one whenever you feel like it.'
And across the brown face of Sam I bent. With a feathery chestbend he moved up and punched me in the eyes, so it flashed white, yellow-white across my face.
'There . . . there,'
'Jesus Christ, say !'
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II MOVING.

de Flesch had started packing, but Sam said, they were not going to move after all, and that this whole packing sharade was nothing but a reminder and notice that she was really serious. Fridaymorning, when she came dusting, she started about it again:  'If you're going ahead with it, then do it on saturday instead of monday. As then the carriers would come around and that will surely be a terrible racket, and even more so if you guys also have carriers.
Well, then those of yours will have to come on sunday or mondaymorning, say, Joop, we're no-way thinking of going earlier as monday.'
'Anywayz, if you really think that I'm just saying? Say, mister Driesse, do you believe, I would make jokes about moving home? '
'Well Sam, let's just settle this . . . Misses Bont, leave it to me, you'll see, It will all gently land on its feet. Be a bit accommodating Sam, please.'
'Settle? That's the whole point: you all do as you please, whatever.'
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We deliberated further in the evening. Sam was very calm. He'd quitly worked on all afternoon and we had tea together in the solf yellow intimacy of the light bulb, in the room that really got to us now, and turned us mellow, and quitly discussing with hardly any raising of voices. . .
'say Sam' . . .
'Yes boy, what's up . . . a kiss? another one? you silly boy?  ' . . .
'I just love you so terribly, Sam, you may never ever leave, always make us stay together' . . .
'Sure, you crying again? . . . Switch the lamp on and also the one at the desk, this twilight is making me so depressed inside. . . So, what's it now, my boy?'
'Have you thought of the payment for the carriers tomorrow? That surely will be another few bop.'
'You got anything left?'
'No I don't. . . I have payed the last change to that other lady and an ounce of meat. I only have 34 cents left.'
'That's insane . . . I also have zilch left. Bob Helmers came around and I borrowed him thirteen bop, until monday.' . . .
'Jees, say, what now ?'
'Don't you have anthing left to pawn?'
'Nothing but that tiny gold ring from Transvaal, you know, the one that Nellie took'.
'Oh that? Let's get it to the Gerard Dou Straat then.'
'But it still rains. couldn't we do that tomorrow morning?'
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No that'll be too late, come on.'
The rain was still streaming along the glas, and if Sam had been on the street, he would surely be so angry that he would hit me. Piteous.
'No, let's go' . . .

Not a soul on the street, white lights fluctuating in the wind, moving their rays through the dark puddles of water.
'What do you think it will fetch?'
'a thaler, at best. Or maybe thirty-five pence, it all depends.'
'Dear, listen up, what I'll do: Let's calculate, you may get two fifty on that little ring, and I have those fitfteen pence, and you got seven. If we then redeem my clock, which is down for two fifty as well, and then pawn it back again at Marnixstraat, where we most likely will get three guilders,' . . .

'but it's raining so bad, if we just leave it, I'm soo cold. We'll get by, eventually.'
'No, let's not do that. Those ten pence, are easily earned. It's not that far! And the rain, well rain, that's not too bad, if I go along, is it?'
That subtle flattery made me all giddy inside, and his voice caressing me.
'Alright, let's do it, before I change my mind.'

We got one seventy five on the ring and Sam suddenly gaining confidence and courage now he'd redeemed something, demanded his clock back.
When, marching along the rainy Pijp, and then across the dark Stadhouderskade.
Against the backdrop of heavy rainclouds, the yellow of the citycenter, pale-gold, but for the wet and black. The Kade had blown empty, and even more black, where no tram ran to light it up.
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'Sam,
'Yes boy,' . . .
'Say, it's a stretch, not ?
He clenched my coldrained hand tightly in his, as he always held them in his pockets. Close together we walked on, bent forward against the wind.

The Leidseplein, crazy, laughter, lights. Busy tingling of glowlights and the white sockets and calm pale-blue deadsmile of the archlights, dangling high above in the wind.
People hurrying along from the dark square corners into the light, while others searched for the darkness. 
On the square Sam let go of my hands, as the street we quickly crossed the open space on to the streetgap between the white American Hotel and the StadsSchouwburg. The Marnixstraat was even darker, with some yellow, silent after the noisy square, bald trees, dripping or bending in the dark wind. My coat hung heavily on my shoulders, giving me the feeling of going someplace, but without a clue of where.
Until we arrived, finally. 
'How much do we place on top of the price?'
'three guilders'
'three for hat piece of shit? Thirty five pence' . . .
'No, three at least. That'w what I got last time as well.'
'Last time is not now . . . yes or no?'
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Yes allright then, hand it to me' . . .
Again more rattlerain, lashing down, relentless. But now with the wind from behind. And then the prospect of returning that same route.
I felt sooo streetsick, with more walking and not knowing where. The slimey thickening of your palate and the heavy pressing of a hat on your head, that had soaked though on the inside. . .
'Did you know tat Marnistraat was so far away?'
'Yes, didn't you? You've passed it often enough.'

Leidseplein again, awkward light, with the hatefully grinning bulbs.
Joop, boy, that's too bad, are you angry at me for that?'
'No, silly me, all that way for nothing. Now we still don't have enough . . .
No worries.  . . when we get home you'll need to go straight to bed. Then I'll move on to Siep Reesink, he's bound to have some dough' . . .
'Yes, pleez, I'm just too tired'
'Come on, walk closer to me, so much nicer, not?       . . . you want me to spend the night with you?'
'No, ratger not. . . then I won't have a moment of sleep' . . .
'Say Joop, You wan to hear a good joke? This morning at the poli-clinic, a woman with t.b.c. , and she refused to get undressed, because I was present. I had to leave the room first. And professor Pel got furious . . . She thought I was a negro' . . .
'Jesus Christ' . . .
Cuddled up close I walked along with Sam and felt the walkmovements of his body. Warm intimacy, that really made me feel better. we, two seperate identities, in the streaming rain, cold, but that didn't boher me anymore.
We were almost home, lightheaded and agreeable.
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Sam lit the main lamp, as I dropped off the rain muddled mess and comforted myself cozily in my lazy chair.
'Go to bed . . . Joop, I now have to go to Siep, otherwise he'll have left for the PAN.'
'At this time, still?'
'Yes, that one is always at work untill around ten o'clock, as if you dodn't know that.'
'Sure, I was just saying.'
'Silly boy . . . prey, go to bed.'
'only if you will linger on a bit and sit with me?'
'Yes, sure, but go on, or you'll be far too tired tomorrow' 
In the warmed up bed, I was already on my backside, the lamp turned away and a dark shadowlightplay bounced off the things, that contoured vaguely. On the chair was my white shawl . . .
I looked at it and got scared. 
'Sam could you please move the shawl away from there . . . yeah, there . . . . yes, that's better. . . .
Say, Sam, am I really other than the others ?'
'Yes you are . . . Let's not talk about that now . . . do you love me ? '
'I'm not saying that, you know I will not.'
'Just like I love you? . . .
'Starting the old questionaire again . . . but I will not answer  . . . It's always the same with you.'
'Please, just this once, just one more time . . . Just as I tell you?'
"No  . . . You know I never repeat things like that. So, once and for all . . .
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You positively love me and sometimes you like me to sleep with you, but I only do coz I love you . . .
otherwise . . . I allow what you want, but will never ask for it. You very well know that ' . . .
'Yes' . . .
'And you see, you sometimes love other boys as well, and I would never permit that from anybody else' . . .
'No. . . only me' . . .
'Yes . . . I will one day get myself married, really officialy, with an official license.
'Oh no you don't . . . Then it must be over between us?'
'Fuck, are you getting serious? No? Then I'm on my way' . . .
The yellow lamp-shining faded out and the humid-wet darkness engulfed the entire space around . . .
'Sam'. . .
'Yes' . . .
'Bye' . . .
'Bye. . . don't stay awake, you hear; when I'm out with Sam, it's bound to get late, you're aware of that' . . .
The door closed. And in the straight-on rain noise his footsteps faded  . . . until they were lost and the downy darkness was all that remained . . . sound of silence.

Wide awake in the churned up choking warm bed and listening. But no sound, just the swishing rain, but that was no sound to listen to, because it was similar to silence, tight and sounding soundless. And again I listened, to make out anything, but nothing there, until my eyes peered sharply focussed from the staring listeneing to the emptyness of rainrumble. Sharply white, sparkling, it hurt in my head, while there was nothing. My eyes hurt . . . my eyes clamming lame . . . in dark silence, something moving . . . black in black . . . warm black . . . sitting on my chest . . . again moving a touch . . . again . . .  until the entire deep waving night silece was moving . . . invisibly, but velvety-soft nestling-soft. In my mouth it tasted woe-sweet . . . and I could not move.
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A heavy black fear had descended on me . . . untill I suddenly had to jump out of bed, all the way, with my sleepywarm feet on the sharplychilled tarp floorcovering. That broke the black spell . . . in my ears something was bubbling up, like a black mudbubble breaks out. Heard the rain, a dog barking. Nicely freshcalm I stood there in front of the tossed up blankets. An agreeable sensation tingled through my spine and along my abdomen. No longer feeling like going back in, I layed down backwards on the rug, to look at the black room, not-feeling, not-thinking, not-sleeping, not tired, from time to time hearing the clock strike, like : one thirty. And then, just before two Sam returned home.
'Hi Sam . . . good day' . . .
'What day . . . where have you beeen ? . . . I'm laying' . . .
'But not in bed? What's this supposed to mean ?'
'I'm on the floor, quite nice, you know . . . I couldn't sleep anyway and the bed got too warm.'
Sam lit his room lantern. Finely squirting its yellow ray through the drabby darkness.
'You should return to bed anyway' . . .
'You go, I don't feel like sleeping anymore. I'm just fine here, and when I'm sleepy again, I'll return to bed.'
'Sam come sleep with me.'
'Something different again, just after you refused, when I asked . . . are you going silly again today?'
No, just the opposite . . . come on, I'm already floored . . . say, I'm pulling off my underwear . . . Come on now?'
Yes, in a minte, you silly boy of a man' . . .
'No probs, as you told yourself, I'm allowed to do whatever I want.'
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'Sure, you are, but I just rather not now.'
'Oohh, come on' . . .

In his arms I was, trembling lightly, very close to him and a pink tingling ran just beneath my warm skin . . .
'Sam, we're not doing anything bad, are we?  . . . I only love you.'
'Sure, nothing the matter . . . you're a very nice sample of manhood, eh boyhood' . . . 
'Sam, are you truely as ugly as people say you are?'
'Oh dear, you're even uglier than that!' . . .
'And still I love you, horribly much.'
Then all of a sudden, not knowing why, I started to cry, raw-sobbing-shuddering against him . . .
'What is it now?'
'Nothing, I don't know . . . I'm just sooo tired . . . soo terribly week' . . .
I climbed across him, out of bed again.
'What are we doing now?'
'I'm getting dressed again, I'm all cold.'
'Joop, what is to become of you. You're such a handsome bloke, but these emotions are spoiling it all. Now you'll be completely upset again all of tomorrow.'
'Maybe not, . . . let's just sleep.'
Sad, with an intense deep feeling of sorrow around me, we both fell asleep. A cock crowed and crowed continuously and shrill, red, piercing right through the dark rainnoise.
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III Stray Day

When I woke up, the twilight shone of doubt, of the after-autumnmorning peered in the room, but the alcove was still dark, deeper black. Sam sat on my bed. 
'Jopie, come on, wake up' . . .
'Did you call?'
'Yes, we're on our way, remember what time it is?'
'No . . . early still, I presume . . . have the porters arrived? Is it still raining as bad?'
'Oh please, It's pooring! Don't you hear it? Come out quickly, it's past nive thirty, I left you there as long as possible, but now you have to get going . . . Everything has already been packed.'
'Yes . . . coming.'

In the lumberroom we stood, having a quick bite of breakfast. The rain was even more violent than the day before, but the light was brighter white, as opposed to the dingydark that we had all week, the tall houses stood freshly washed in the rainy sunlight, but without the sun.
'Look here Sam, what a funny white light, just as if the entire business has been washed clean . . . crazy hey, that with this light it can also rain.'
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'Yes, if only it would stop raining . . . say, there we have our porters . . .you still want to go to the Bottle
'Well, yes, let's say farewell to her . . . it's not that she's been absolutely horrible to us . . . I'll call here . . . miss Bont' . . .
'Yes sir' . . .
'Well, Master Sam and myself, we're on our way. Is there anything we owe you?'
'No, master Sam has payed everything.'
'OK, so we're off then . . . goodbye madam' . . .
'Goodbye genrtemen, I do hope youre new home will be decent.'

Quickly we moved off the street, a airy white joy in our souls, even if it still rained heavily, without knowing why we felt so happy. The carriers ahead of us with the cart, a huge felklow and a tiny lad next to him, scraggy.
Along the Sarphatipark we rolled, laying drippybrown in the waterwhite thin sun.
'What a jolly rain, hey?'
'Yes, that's quite different from yesterday, the entire scene looks different today, I've slept deliciously, did  you rise earlier?'
'Depends, around eight, I'd say, but I left you in bed.'
'You'll see, what a deliciously fine room it is, and such a delight of an alcove, you can now easily hand in our notice with madam Kater . . .you've now been with me for such a long time . . . how long?'
'Let's see . . . four months, about. But let me hold on to that room. . . . You never know . . . and de Kater cannot afford to do without the rent.'
'It's wasted money, nevertheless.'

De Govert Flink; But now normally gray, snarly chilly, where the white rain light did not shine the slightest ray, oppresively narrow.
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'What number was it again, sir?'
'two hundred fifty four, second floor.'
They halted for a moment and sat down on the wet cartsaddle, queerleaning against the container. the awning shone rainwet with litlle puddles, wherever an indentation presented itself.
';well allright, Dries, let';s get a move-on.  . . number three hundred fifty four, that's another twenty houses'
Our white rainsunlight joy dinged to gey in the narrow housing street, leaving us resigned.
'That's it, we're there, that has been quite a hefty cargo . . .  sirs.'
The small one is back on the carsaddle, afraid it would otherwise run off, and the tall one, looking under the wet cover for his ropes and messy toolbox. But I rang. No sound. A long wait, then another ringing, furiously smashing up the  rainy-noise-silence. . . No answer.
Sam looking up . . .
'Jees Joop, the house is empty.'
'Enpty, you're mad.'
'Wel, look for yourself.'
Taking a fe steps back from the nouse, my head bending over backards, I dod watch for myself. . . It was indeed empty. Weirdly the curtainless wiindows gaped . . . Not a soul in sight.
'Well, I’ll be darned! . . .This I do not get. . . . It was number two hundred fifty four, not ? . . . Do check.'
'Sure is. . . I understand all too well, those people have done a runner with the four bop.'
The carriers remained impassible on the cart, spitting out their brown chewing tobacco.
'this is just sooo beyond me. I'll have another ring one storey up.'
From the window on the third floor, white grey  camisole, traipsy hair.
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'What the fuck is that ringracket ?'
'Madam, we're supposed to  be here at the second floor' . . .
'Well why not ring there?'
'There's nobody in there; we hired the backroom with the alcove, and now she ran off with our four guilders deposit.' . . .
'Jees, now did she really?  With your deposit., well well, you just should not let her get away with that, you hear! Run along to the Ferdinand Bol . . . What a dirty bitch! Running off with a petty deposit.
From acrosss the street another 2nd floor window was opened by a lady and at the basement and shoemender appeared, wrinkley, crooked, deaf-like. 
Whose yelling and halllering from the window . . . I see you screaming all the while, what's it about?'
'That maggot from the ground floor ras run off with four guilders from these gentlemen here.'
'Well, I say, the one with the child? With the bulged back, shall I say?'
'you can safely call her a cricket.'
The lady on the second floor gestures in amazement, deaf anyway, she moves back in, not any the wiser about what the fuzz is about. The cart getting more soaked as are the carriers. The troup of people surrounding them stilkl enlarging, gesturing an uestioning about what to d . . . The misses from 2 hight tells. Police.
'You're not allowed to park here.'
"You have an idea where we should be instead?'
"How should I know, I've got nothing to do with that, but you will have to move along.'
The people crowd around us ever closer, crazy b;lack from the rain . . . with umbrellas up, dripping their dirt onto others, nd then another row is started about that. Two boys start a fight and the rain intensifies.
'Run along people, people: move . . . and porters, you have to drive on with that cart.'
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'We don't have to do shit, we've been employed by these gentlemen, sirs . . .  do we move ?' 
And Sam , decidedly all of a sudden.
'Yes you move up a bit, back to de Van Ostadestraat'
And so the plumbblack cart pushes the human mess aside, and on they go, dripping back to de van Ostadestraat.
'Are you going back?'
'Yes, back to the Bottle, who I'm sure is not planning at moving at all, we'll drop our things quickly, so we can see about how we go from here. Maybe we can stay there after all.'
The carriers remain calm and whistle a tune, think it's all rathr drole, and only consider how they can charge for the return freight and turn it into another half day hire.
In front of the window of what was our room we see the Bottle, hanging lace curtains.
'You see; what did I tell you, there's another one coming'
'That's not what I thought of her.'
"Well I did.'
The Bottle, composed behavior, comes down her ladder, backwards into the room, looking how her drapery falls down. Open the door, she did not.
"Well how do you like her? Is that why we settled with her?'
The carriers had returned to their cart seats, spitting more brown goo, and quitly let themselves rain even wetter.
'Miss Bont . . . Miss Bont.' The window slid open.
'Gosh, is that you again Sam? And you as well master Driesse? What a rain, hey?'
'Yes, we come around to shelter once more'
'Shelter with me? Why is that? Did you not hire elsewhere?'
'Yes, but please Ms. Bont, do open up, we're soaking wet here, we've come to return to your place  . . .
as obviously,  . . you are not moving anywayz, that much we can see, not, Sam?'
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'No, indeed, I'm not moving. Just when I saw you off, the postman brought me a letter, informing me that the other consession was off the table.'
'Well, than we can just as well move back in here with you'
'No, because, I just happen to meet another gentleman, who was looking for lodging, and I already offered him' . . .
'You would almost believe her, don't you think, Joop?'
'Well, then you will not believe me. . . What do I care what you believe.'
'Well Sam, it is not impossible, and miss de Bont, why would she lie?' . . .
'Hear, hear, you can say that again.'
'If another person has rented the place, we cannot return here, that's obvious, but we could stillpark our stuff here, for the time being?'
Window slides shut; the Bottle gone.
'You'll see, we will be allowed to store our stuff with her.'
But the door remained shut. Totally at ease the porters stayed put at their cart. Chewing tobacco  in the intenified rain. Two schools close by, were running out and loud laughing boyvoices noised around the street.  It was eleven thirty.  Us looking rather silly in front of a closed door, de Bottle casually going on with her business through the curtains.
Then Sam made a decision.
'We must get our stuf under a roof today, Joop, there's no other way about it, we will have to keep moving about until we've found a place.' . . .
'Yes . . . and I'm dead tired already'
'Come on now, it will turn out right . . . say men, what do we owe you?'
'You want to settle the bill? Don't we have to carry on?'
'No, just tell us what we owe.'
The two confered in silence with twitching eyes, the tiny red one said it:
'Well, sirs, we;ve been running about in the rain for quite a few hours, we were thinking of a thaler each.
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'That's fine, I'll give you guys a guilder extra, but then you must allow us to keep the cart until tonight'
'The cart only? We never allowed that'
'Wel there's a fitst time for everything, we surely will not go out on the town with it'
The two carriers, were off, and we remained abandoned in the gloomy raindawn, embarrased and deserted.
'Ahead with it, then'
And Sam pushed the cart, that creaked from its position.
'We'll take turns, we'll first try our luck at de Jan van der Heijde . . .  and when I ride, you can make enquiries, and when you ride, I'll do it.'
Out de Van Ostadestraat, and on to de Ruysdaelkade.
'Shall I take over the pushing?'
'No, you keep a lookout . . . see something?'
'Yes, stand still for a minute . . . I'm moving in.'

a Misses, languishing, skinny, two puffy blkeak children, a stuffy lideroom.
'Yes, you see, I'd rather have a lady than two gentlemen on it . . .when woukld you care to accept?'
'If possible, tonight.'
'No sirs, that won't be possible . . . taking people just from the street, not me . . . You do have a room at the moment?'
'Oh, sure madam.'
'Well then you'll have to give notice there and then move, no, sir, I stand all alone in this. I very much want to rent the space, but not like this' . . .
We joggled on through the rain until half three, it never dried up, Sam pushing the cart. 
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Emptyheaded  by then and white of hunger we stopped for food, a cheese sandwich and warm coffee at De Volksbond. First Sam went in, while I remained at the cart, to prevent it being heaved. Then I went in and Sam stayed outside and finally we both moved out in the rain again, pushing on, but nowhere finding a roof for us.

Half five. The streaming rain had stopped and turned into a foggy drizzle. The lanterns were lit already and the shopwindows reflected yellowish. I'm sooo tired, I can't take it any more and start sobbing out loud in the middle of the street with severe bouts of pain . . .
'Come on Joop, don't be silly. You look like you're twelve instead of twenty two. . .
We now are going over de Centuurbaan and then across that bit of the Willebrordusstraat until de Amsteldijk . . . perhaps we'll find something there' . . .
Firmed up and composed again we pushed together, looking around at places ffor hire.
Nothing. Until at de St Willebrordusstraat . . . there. . . something . . . furnished rooms for rent, at nr. 29 . . .
'Jees, say Sam, over there is another,' and all cheered up: You'll see, that one's for us, shall I ring or will you?'
'You go ahead'

A little girl, bleak with black shadow lines around her face . . .a blue cap and a cape.
'Is your mum in, little girl?'
'My mum is dead . . . I'll get my aunt for you . . . aunty . . .aunt . . . here's two sirs for you.'
'Just prey them into the corridor, I'll be down in just a second.'
Luckily we were dry there. Aunty came down, tiny woman, dark with already greyish hair and a touch skew-eyed at one side.
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Do go on to your evening school Toos . . . goodday sirs, excuse me for leaving you waiting. What can I do for you?'
'I'd like to see the rooms, if you please.'
'Oh sir, for sure . . . it's a backroom with an alcove . . .but if you rather, you can also have the front room.'
'Let's see then.'
We moved along to the back, from the downstairs depth of the souterrain little dog barks pinched up, overthundered by the bass of a larger one.
'Silence Hec . . . Quite Sis . . . Anne, do hold on to those beasts  . . .those are our dogs sir, but they will not be  any trouble; they never come up here.'
'Oh, but I'm fond of dogs as a matter of fact' . . .

The room was large and airy-spacious.
'How much is it?'
'Eighteen gulders for the both of you, that's it.'
'Do you need any sort of deposit?'
"I kindly leave that to your discretion.'
'Well, I can give you a week in advance.'
'And when would you like to move in?'
'As soon as possible'
'Immediately?'
'Yes, ma'am, you may find that odd, but when we were calling our landlady this morning, we only found a note, that she was off to live with her lodger, leaving us do deal with the debts . . .
'Oh dear, that's just horrible!'
'So you see, then we were homeless all of a sudden' . . .
and happy to find a roof over our heads, I called out at the door:
'Sam, I've hired here; do come up with our mess.
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